OPIS Mexico Racks

Increase visibility into both actual and implied wholesale fuel prices at terminals in Mexico for more profitable transactions

OPIS pioneered rack price discovery in the U.S., establishing benchmarks widely used by suppliers. We now bring the same insight to Mexico at a critical time in the country’s fuel market development.

**Market Challenge**

Mexican energy reform has created open pricing in the fuel markets, with private industry entering the supply chain. Without an established wholesale benchmark, an accurate understanding of how prices are set is difficult to obtain for critical investment decisions.

**Benefits**

- Implied wholesale prices daily
- Posted wholesale prices daily
- Prices available in both Dollars/Gallon and Pesos/Liter
- Sort and filter by state, municipality and terminal
- Three days of price history
- Toggle between English and Spanish
- Rack pricing for six U.S. border cities: Brownsville, El Paso and Laredo in Texas; Imperial and San Diego in California; and Tucson in Arizona

**How We Help**

OPIS provides fuel buyers and sellers in Mexico with unbiased pricing to negotiate contracts and make import/export decisions. OPIS calculates an implied wholesale price daily at Mexico’s terminals using both retail and spot values. We also confirm actual posted prices for suppliers at the wholesale level, allowing users to see what competitors are charging customers.
Methodology

Retail - Methodology =
OPIS municipal retail averages, adjusted for margin, freight, VAT and IEPS taxes.

Landed Spot + Methodology =
US OPIS Landed Spot + transportation costs + additive costs for fuel quality + loading and off-loading costs + storage costs + pipeline costs + security costs + cost of money